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THE SALERNO FRONT

BY STEWART SALE REPRESENTING COMBINED BRITISH PRESS

With Fifth Army

September 17*

From the Salerno coastal strip Britishers of the Fifth Army look to the

mountains where the next round of the battle for Italy is likely to be fought*

They will be glad to get away from this crowded, dusty mosquito-ridden

plain* In the mountain passes, covered with vineyards and orchards, with a few

tortuous reads, this will become largely an infantryman’s war. Men, not the

mass movements of tanks and guns, will decide the outcome. The Germans have shown

they are good at fighting in these conditions. The Britishers are ready to show

they are better.

Already on the bridgehead fringes we have seen the kind of fighting in which

success turns on the cunning, resource and audacity of small teams.

’’This is almost North Vest Frontier stuff", an officer in a forward position
said to me today* "The Hun is up to all sorts of tricks. I have never known

him fight quite like this before. He has been sending in parties sometimes only
four or five strong seeking to catch us by surprise. But we are getting his measure

all right. If he wants to play that sort of game we don’t mind".

Hereabouts a company of a famous regiment turned,surprised the other way round.

Lining the ditches at the roadside they lay low while two German tanks went past.
Behind the tanks came lorried infantry. The Britishers then opened up heavy
fire and 'wiped out most of them.

After the first few days this has been not so much one big battle as many small

ones of this kind with occasional German attacks on a larger scale.

Meanwhile for the bulk of the British forces camping in fields and on beaches

under sporadic shellfire and night raids -with little room for movement this has

been a trying campaign. The dust alone rising in a dense -white cloud from every

passing car is hard to bear. But the spirit of the troops is high.

"When do we got moving?" is the question troops most often ask.
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